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About This Game

Scutter is a VR arcade-style obstacle race for a hexapod robot. While exploring the planet Cryla, an alien virus rains down
potentially ending your mission. Fire, Roll and Fly your way through action-packed maps of increasing difficulty to collect

energy crystals and teleport Scutter back home.

Free demo available!

Features:

Unique maps with increasing difficulty

Global Leaderboards for the fastest times

Fast paced shooting action with attacking virus

Teleport yourself around maps for best viewing angle

Maneuver your Scutter by rolling or flying like a drone

Acquire Powerups to help complete maps
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Designed from the ground up as a VR gaming experience

Maps included: NÖØÖB, Opposites Attack, Blob Mob, Tower of Power, Revolution, Headbanger, Wavy Gravy,
Antiparallel, Mind Over Matter, Go Ballistic, Yo Yo, Blockchain, Wall of Death, Pipe Dream and Walk the Plank
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Title: Scutter
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Afrosquared LLC
Publisher:
Afrosquared LLC
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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I like this game, However when i play it's very laggy becasue it says my computer is bad so it needs to be 128 bits +. Very nice
blockout-like game.

The presentation is good.
Controls are not always doing exactly what I hope for, but I'm not sure how it can be tweaked to be better. I'm adapting my way
to interact according to it, and it's well good enough to be enjoyable.

I like stacking cubes, and feel the urge to launch it again while writing this… that's the main bad news.. i'm not sure i've ever
played a steam punk game before; i know the style, i've seen a lot in internet; but the game opens a whole steampunk world of
air ballons: the characters, the interfaces, overall design - great style, you can get the game for steampunk only!
next you have a garage where you upgrade and control your air baloon prior; world of 4 kingdoms, market where you can
speculate different goods and earn on logistics and battles! you air baloon is armed with cannons that shoot cannonballs!
just take care of ballistics and you will defeat your enemies :). A puzzle\/parkour game, visual appearance is simple but still
beautiful.

Game Performance: Great
Story: not that relevant
Visual: Great
Sound: it's ok
Bugs: Sometimes you fall because you stucked within an object.

The price is absolutely fair.
Recommended for everyone who needs a relaxed game.. Nice little game but very short.. Its cheap, so you can gift it to your
friends to insult their \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 skills! Tell them about how this will make them a better pc
gamer, and they REALLY need this game.

But also, this game is so simple and stupid, it makes it hurt even worse when they insult your mouse and tell you that you
amount to nothing. Its just really bad when an easy game says that you suck.

I give it 6\/7.5 lennys ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
Would click again. Hmm.. "toes?" Spelling differences aside.. COMPLETELY agree with the reviewer comparing this game to
Rusty Lakes. That's exactly what I thought of when I saw the trailer. If the trailer disturbs you you're not going to like this.
Straight forward point-and-click horror puzzle game. On the plus side, it might make your own family look like perfect angels;
lots of messed up stories in this one (and for some reason, some ugly man-children too).

Creepy. Simple. On sale.
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I have played plenty of messed up games over the years, and Escape from Ravenhearst is certainly one of them. The content
warning was inadequate. I didn't blink through any of the gross out or gory parts, but I don't think one has to be "faint of heart"
not to want to listen to ambient child abuse sound effects while playing a casual hidden object game. I'm not talking about a
scene within the *context* of the story - I am talking about using it as background noise. If someone on the development team
said "Is this possibly in poor taste?", please listen to them next time. If no one on the development team said that, please
reconsider your hiring practices.

With those sound effects muted, there are other points that can be used when determining whether or not to recommend this
game ...

The use of morphing "hidden" objects almost exclusively (I remember one list-style hidden object puzzle) was a negative for
me. Imagine playing a classic hidden object game but the objects you are looking for blink occassionally. To me, it feels like
cheating. The only challenging ones were the letters (because of their size). Many hidden object games will scatter morphing
objects for achievement hunting, but this is the first I played that made it the primary mechanic.

I found it strange that there wasn't even a single sentence to explain the puzzles. A couple were completely unintuitive and
visually cluttered, making it difficult to know what was part of the interface versus the scenery.

Dennis Kleinsmith did a great job as Charles. He reminded me of some of the classic, eloquent Dr. Who villains that children
can be scared of while still having fun. It's really too bad this story couldn't back off its more unseemly elements and be
accessible to younger players. The writing is split between adult and juvenile content in such a jarring way. The grubby old
degenerate chicken-dancing in the final level is a testament to that.

Good Lord - I didn't think I would ever write that sentence in a review. This game is just too much of a mess to recommend..
Just fantastic! The worst thing I can say about this game is that it is not long enough! I loved everything about it, and if it was
bigger and had more missions, I could easily play for oblivion like 100 plus hours. Great job creators! I even got a kick about
reading the credits book �� hopefully you will work on a sequel (triple the size of this one) thanks for 5 plus hours of incredible
VR gaming. I enjoyed my first play-through of the game quite a bit. It does feel a lot like Papers Please only without the time
crunch factor (which, to be honest, I enjoyed because I'm terrible at making quick decisions). I look forward to playing again
with a less moderated newspaper to see how the world changes. It made me laugh that writing about celebrities actually
influenced their marriages. I can understand the mixed reviews but it IS enjoyable and I didn't mind paying full price because I
intend to play through a few more times.
If you're not a fan of reading or trying to figure out if you're inadvertantly going to start a riot by talking about an apartment fire
- this game is not for you.. Really great game, the amount of creative freedom you get is insane, but the lack of players is a
shame.. Epic in a lot of way and deep in its construction. Some flaws here and there, the conception is a little rigid. Character
customization, stats and branching choices sometimes don't matter much or in the contrary too much. At the end, I had the
feeling that there is only a few right way to play it through despite some choices really matters and despite the narration really
changing (it's actually impressive, for whom have some experience in this kind of game) depending on your character and
his/her choices. Still, it kept me passionately reading and restarting a few times, experiencing multiple relationship. Good cast of
characters. Each chapter has its own characteristics, calm and tense scenes. Very balanced, I appreciated the work done and the
thinking made in the development.
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